
Getting to know ChatGPT: 

A Simple Look at a Complex AI

Have you ever wished for a tool that could write for you, understand you, and

even chat like a human?  Enter ChatGPT, a fascinating creation from OpenAI. 

In simpler terms, ChatGPT is a highly advanced computer program designed to

understand and produce human-like text.  

ChatGPT is like a very smart parrot, capable of producing engaging and

meaningful sentences.  It does this by guessing in the word in a sequence,

much like completing a sentence in a game of fill-in-the-blanks.  It's built

using a special form of artificial intelligence known as a Transformer

model, making it a whiz at handling tasks involving language.  

Although ChatGPT was initially trained on a vast amount of text from the

internet, it doesn't remember specific documents or sources.  It's more like it

studied the entire library but doesn't recall any particular book.  This

means your data and conversations with it are private and secure.  

What's more, ChatGPT isn't just a listener; it's an active participant in a

conversation.  It understands the context, like who's speaking and the topic

at hand, and responds appropriately.  This makes it useful for a wide range of

tasks, from answering customer queries to assisting with learning and even

helping with creative writing. 

However, it's important to remember that ChatGPT is still a computer program

at its core. It doesn't have feelings or opinions and doesn't understand

things the way humans do. It's a tool, designed to help us, not replace us. 

The real magic of ChatGPT lies in its fine-tuning process. After its initial

learning phase, it gets extra training with the help of human reviewers.

They guide it to respond more like a human and to better respect our values.

It's a bit like training a pet: with feedback and patience, it learns to behave

better over time.

In short, ChatGPT is an exciting step forward in the world of artificial

intelligence. As we at RWK IT Services witness these advancements, we are

thrilled about the possibilities they bring to our daily lives. ChatGPT

represents a peek into the future, where human and computer interactions

might be more seamless than ever before.

Now that you've learned a bit about ChatGPT, we can fill you in on a secret...
This article was written entirely by ChatGPT!

Coming Soon!   In June we will show you how ChatGPT can assist with Excel
functions & formulas!
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What is your favorite hobby?    I love camping

and hiking.  I love exploring new places and taking

long road trips with friends.

What was your first job?  My first job was in

construction when I was 16 years old.

What is something that is on your bucket list?  

One of my biggest dreams is to hike a volcano.  I

almost did it two years ago in Guatemala but the

volcano was active.

Summer is coming.  What are you looking
forward to?  Hanging out with friends and playing

volleyball with new people.

You win the lottery, what is the first thing you do
or buy?  Nothing, lol.  I would enjoy the peace of

mind and knowing that I am not dependent on

money to enjoy life.

What is your favorite thing about working at
RWK?  I love to learn, so working on projects has

really pushed me to learn new technologies and

strategies.
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Why did the computer

 wear glasses?

To improve its
WEBSIGHT

WELCOME TO THE TEAM ADISN!


